


 

I’ll come 
right out and 
say it: Pablo 
Honey is my 
least favorite 
R a d i ohe a d 
release. But 
being in last 
place ain't 
too shabby 
when you’re 
going head to 
head against other Radiohead albums. Don’t get 
me wrong; it’s a great album—better even than 
most bands will ever make.  But it just doesn’t 
measure up to the band’s later albums.  !e real 
gem on the album is the song “Creep,” which is 
still one of the most popular songs the group has 
written.  But the record is not a fair representation 
of the band's potential as they proved on their 
later albums. !e lyrics are o"en repetitive or cli-
ché. !e instrumentation is occasionally rather 
generic. Pablo Honey de#netly has it’s moments, 
though. Moments when you can hear hints of 
what the band was to become.  On it’s own, the 
album plays like a pretty average early 90’s rock 
CD, with the only hints that the band was not go-
ing to be a one hit wonder being found in songs 
like “Blow Out,” as well as particular moments of 
pure genius in songs like “Vegetable”.  !e album 
is not bad by any stretch of the imagination...it’s 
just not particularly incredible. 

For ‘90s alt-rock purists, !e 
Bends is Radiohead’s only great al-
bum. For everyone else, !e Bends 
is Radiohead’s #rst great album. 
It is important for Radiohead 
because it is the #rst time they 
treated the album like a legitimate 
art form. Its use of cohesion and 
lyrical themes lays the ground-
work for Radiohead’s future mas-
terpieces, OK Computer and Kid 
A, and marks the beginning of 
their relationship with producer 
Nigel Godrich. !e Bends is important to music, because it is in$uential. 
Bands like Muse, Coldplay and Travis make a living o% thickly textured 
pop songs and falsetto vocals a la !e Bends. Not to mention, the music 
sounds great.

!e #rst four tracks are Pixies-in$uenced pop songs. “Planet Telex” 
opens, giving us our #rst hint of space-rock from the band. !e title track 
is a fun rocker, where !om sings about “the tanks and the whole Ma-
rines” coming to take him away. Track four, the brilliantly written “Fake 
Plastic Trees,” contains some of Yorke’s most heartfelt vocals. Yorke claims 
to have broken down in tears a"er recording the vocal track in one go.

!e album picks up steam with “Just” and “My Iron Lung.” Yorke de-
scribes “Just” as the result of a competition between himself and Jonny 
Greenwood to see who could get more guitar licks into one song, making 
it an intense rocker and a fan favorite in live sets. “My Iron Lung” follows 
in the footsteps of “Just” and at times surpasses it in greatness.

“Street Spirit” is the #rst of many amazing closers to Radiohead albums. 
!is song, written by Ed O’Brien, is at once haunting and upli"ing. It #rst de-
molishes the listener with verses about “cracked eggs/ dead birds,” then leaves 
the listener warm inside as Yorke urges you to “immerse your soul in love.”

When I was in 7th grade, my 
next-door neighbor gave 
me a burned copy of Kid 

A, at the time, the newest release from 
British art rock band Radiohead. At 
that point, I honestly don’t think I was 
ready to understand exactly what I was 
listening to. What I heard was a dark, 
brooding soundscape of music rooted 
deeper in electronics than anything I 
had ever experienced up to that 
point. What I heard completely 
changed the way I listen to music. 
It wasn’t until a few years lat-
er, though, that I was able to 
comprehend exactly why Kid 
A was such a masterpiece; at 
#rst, all I knew was that I had a 
placating, otherworldly collage 
of electronic pulses and reverb-
soaked vocals.

Years later, as my horizons 
broadened, and my appreciation 
and familiarity with Radiohead’s 
catalog grew, I began to realize ex-
actly why Kid A was the work of art 
that it is, and ultimately, why it did 
what it did for me.

In 1995, Radiohead put out !e Bends, which 
eschewed the straightforward, Britpop feel of 
their debut Pablo Honey, favored more textured, 
art rock $avorings, and e%ectively broke them into 
the mainstream. Two years later, the release of OK 
Computer compounded this e%ect exponentially, 
swi"ly catapulting Radiohead to international su-
perstardom, at times to the chagrin of the band 
members, speci#cally lead singer !om Yorke (as 
evidenced in the documentary Meeting People Is 
Easy). OK Computer is an album laden with Yorke’s 
paranoia that the 21st Century, with all its technology 
and innovations, will swallow up the real world and 
all the people inside it—how ironic, then, that upon 
its release, !om and company are immediately en-
gulfed in the stranglehold of the modern international 
press. Fueled by a classic rock in$uence (but de#nitely 
not without experimentation), OK Computer is widely 
recognized as being one of the best records made in the 
last twenty years.

One would imagine, then, that having created a highly 
successful formula with OK Computer (one that it was 
quite certainly leading up to on !e Bends), Radiohead 
would simply stick to what was continuing to win them 
massive amounts of critical acclaim. !is, however, is 
where one would be completely wrong. Rather than creat-
ing an easy, predictable follow-up to what is easily the most 

successful album of their career to date, Radiohead instead 
chose to retreat to Copenhagen to begin working on Kid 
A, their fourth studio album. Completely dissatis#ed with 
modern rock and what it had become—speci#cally, the 
role his band’s earlier songs had played in it—!om Yorke 
decided that he wanted to create an album radically di%er-
ent from anything the band had done in the past. !ough 
this turned out to be something some of the other band 
members had trouble with, Radiohead eventually cre-

ated an electronically lush album that heavily fea-
tured keyboards, samples, 

and drum loops, rather 
than the electric guitars 
and traditional rock 
elements that domi-
nated their previous 
records.

!e result was 
easily the most chal-
lenging album to 
reach such a level of 

critical and #nancial 
success. Kid A is an 
album that not only 

de#es easy, uncom-
plicated listening, 

but also de#es a 
rock blueprint with which Radiohead 
had established itself as a creative force 
to be reckoned with on an interna-
tional level. For lack of a better term, 

imagining the balls it took to execute a move like this 
is simply staggering.

Until I was able to completely comprehend ex-
actly what Kid A represented, it was just a very 
soothing album that I could put on before I went 
to bed. Eventually (probably at some point dur-
ing high school), I was able to realize that Radio-
head had done something far too few bands have 
the guts to do today—they made the music they 
wanted to make. Many might #nd Kid A di&-
cult, and to an extent, I would agree; it’s certainly 
not an album that’s for everyone. Structure isn’t 
always apparent, and guitars are in short sup-
ply. Live drums are, for the most part, 
replaced by beats and blips; keyboards 
and electric pianos are increasingly prevalent; 
and !om Yorke’s voice, #ltered and computer-
augmented, assumes the role of an instrument. 
As an album, Kid A represents a bold shi" in 
style and substance for Radiohead. For the 
band, it meant the satisfaction of doing their 
own thing, regardless of what might have been 
more traditionally accepted, and for !om 
Yorke, it meant #nally #guring out a way to 
please himself, as well as everyone else. And 
for me, it marked a complete revolution of the 
way I listen to and understand music.

!orough critique aside, 
OK Computer is a mind-
fuck. Not only does it abso-
lutely ooze with Orwellian 
dystopia dread and bring 
the #repower on each and 
every song, but it entirely 
ruins the notion of what is 
expected of an album. !e 
lyrics and art point to a 
Vonnegut-esque separation 
of the individual and their 
planet with emphasis on 
bittersweet longing and mechanized society. “In the next world war, 
in a jackknifed juggernaut, I am born again.” !e music is ethereal 
without dragging (the most common sin among space rock acts), 
and melodic without feeling limited. Echoing guitars bounce a solo 
around sleigh bell slaps and bleeding snare hits. I feel I should also 
mention (detachment be damned) that this album both sparked 
my love of music and scared the childhood out of me. !e direc-
tion of the album quickly shi"s into madness, con#nement, and 
self-loathing. “One day/I’m gonna grow wings/a chemical reaction/
hysterical and useless.” And of course, the #nal resolution comes 
in the form of suicide contemplation and the strange liberty that 
might bring. “I’ll take the quiet life/a handshake of carbon mon-
oxide.” Now I’d hate to give too much away, especially since I’ve 
imagined most of this supposed story, but the last two songs really 
close it on a curveball. I’m very happy to add my words to the near-
unanimous chorus of critics and listeners who’ve absolutely fellated 
the album with praise, and I hope/expect you’ll feel the need to give 
this album another few spins just to reacquaint yourself with all of 
its understated glory and elegant despondency.

-By Allan Steiner -By Sean Bernhoft -By Matt Dupree



!e strength of Amnesiac is its co-
hesive mood. It is claustrophobic and 
haunting record, but it is also a warm 
and comforting record. !e open-
ing track, “Packt Like Sardines in a 
Crushd Tin Box,” is at once hypnotiz-
ing and enlivening. Colin Greenwood’s 
bass weaves in and out of synthesized 
beats while !om Yorke croons, “I’m a 
reasonable man, get o% my case.” It’s a 
perfect tonic for road rage or the frus-
tration of wading through heavy tra&c. A"er “Packt,” the tempo shi"s 
down into “Pyramid Song,” a track that is sprinkled with existential-
ist beauty and lush detail, ending with Yorke’s reassurance that there is 
“nothing to fear, nothing to doubt.” 

“I Might Be Wrong,” is a clear standout track. !e song strings you 
along with a repetitive drop D guitar ri%, and culminates into a false 
ending. !e beat comes back in, Yorke croons, and the guitar ri% re-
turns for a short but gratifying ending. “Knives Out” follows, sporting 
what appears to be a guitar line nicked from OK Computer’s “Para-
noid Android.” 

Eventually, the disc closes out with marvelously dreary bit of 
electrojazz. Yorke’s disappointed vocals mingle with a morose brass 
ensemble, and the track plods along until York exclaims over a syn-
copated beat and crashing cymbals that “of course [he]’d like to sit 
around and chat/only/there’s someone listening in.” “Life in a Glass-
house,” sounds like an anthem to an Orwellian dystopia. It’s a beauti-
ful piece of art.

Where this album su%ers is with its inclusion of multiple throwaway 
tracks. “Pulk/Pull Revolving Doors” is a failed sonic experiment; its 
drums sputter about aimlessly, while Robot-Yorke babbles on about 
doors. “Morning Bell/Amnesiac” and “Like Spinning Plates” seem rela-
tively uninspired and, while it sounds kind of neat, “Hunting Bears” has 
little substance. Amnesiac is a good record, but it’s nobody’s favorite.

Hail to the !ief should be 
called A Beginner's Guide to Ra-
diohead. It contains all the classic 
Radiohead elements without be-
ing so Radiohead it's intimidating 
(see Amensiac).

Starting out with one of the 
most rocking Radiohead tracks, 
“2+2=5,” and ending with the 
disquieting “A Wolf at the Door,” 
it has shades of every Radiohead 
album. It rocks like !e Bends, without the tinge of the early nine-
ties. It broods with atmospheric tracks, such as "!e Gloaming," 
without abandoning the casual listener without any semblance 
of traditional pop music. It even has a trance song a la Kid A’s 
“Idotique” in the track “Myxomatosis”. 

While generally favorable, being a causal guide to Radiohead has 
its down side. Many fans and critics describe it as being unoriginal, 
which is forgivable for a band like Radiohead, that thrives on reinven-
tion. !e album, barring a few exceptions, also doesn’t play to one of 
Radiohead’s other great strengths, !om Yorke’s voice. While “!ere, 
!ere” and “We Suck Young Blood” are outstanding, the rest of Yorke's 
vocals are less pronounced, seeming almost arti#cially subdued.

However, the rest of the band is perfect. !e album features the 
best guitar work that Radiohead has done since “Paranoid Android”. 
Whether is frentic solos like in “2+2=5” or haunting sober melody 
like in “A Wolf at the Door,” all the guitar on this album is remark-
able. !e rhythm section is also in top form, especially in “A Drunk-
en Punchup at a Wedding” featuring 100% more funky bass than 
previous albums. 

If you are a Radiohead fan, hopefully you didn’t write this album 
o% (I mean, if you are looking to snub a Radiohead album, pick Pablo 
Honey). If you aren’t, this is a great place to start. Passing Hail to the 
!ief up would be like getting $an in the face.

Some bands 
just know how 
to make really, 
really good mu-
sic. With Kid 
A, their fourth 
album, the Ox-
ford-based Ra-
diohead proved 
to the world 
that they can pretty much do whatever the fuck 
they want…and it’ll be great. A"er the release 
of the largely accessible and critically lauded OK 
Computer, !om Yorke and Co. holed up for a 
few years, completely rethinking their plan of 
attack. Opting to abandon their then-familiar 
guitar-based approach, Radiohead created a 
very dark and densely layered record rooted 
in the unfamiliar territory of electronica, laced 
with in$uences ranging from krautrock to 
Charles Mingus.

From the dancey “Idioteque” to the 
strange, alien lullaby of “Kid A,” to the jazzy 
breakdown of “!e National Anthem,” Kid 
A is a collage of in$uences used in a paint-
ing by a band clearly thirsty for a new way 
to express itself. Fed up with the traditional 
guitar-based rock for which they had become 
known, Radiohead turned for inspiration to 
the far corners of musical spectrum, and then 
threw everything together in one brooding 
masterpiece. With Kid A, Radiohead broke a 
some serious rules, and it would seem that 
rock & roll is all the better because of it.

In Rainbows makes for a beautiful  
addition to Radiohead’s already outstanding discography.  Being described 
around the o&ce as Radiohead’s best baby making music to date, the al-
bum feels otherworldly, with a slow pace that sometimes forces the listener 
into a new mindset. For me, this new mindset consists of increased fo-
cus, e&ciency, and thoughtfulness. I have gotten more work done in the 
time I have been listening to this record then I thought was possible. But 
the album is much more then just a catalyst for productivity. It’s also a 
milestone in music history.  Radiohead was able to turn an album release 
into an event. Kanye and 50 Cent had their little publicity trick, but what 
Radiohead has done is revolutionary. Sure, it was partly publicity stunt, 
but at the same time, it was more of a social experiment:  One of the big-
gest bands in the world announces an album 10 days before releasing it 
on the internet to everyone (including the press) for whatever the con-
sumer feels comfortable paying. It made people stop and think about 
what music is worth to them, and that is exactly what the group had 
intended on doing. And moreso than just a social experiment, this is a 
fantastic album. I #nd that I am unable to choose a single favorite song 
on this album. Everytime I think I have found a favorite, I realize I 
love another song more. But right now, my three top songs are “Nude,” 
“Weird Fishes,” and “Videotape”.  Each and every song sounds com-
pletely di%erent, making the album’s replay value incredibly high.

Radiohead’s newest album, In Rainbows, 
is the de#nition of the phrase “a strong e%ort” as it’s used to 

critique music. While not showing many de#ciencies, it isn’t a 
breakthrough either.

One of the weakest points is the quality of the recording. For 
some reason, In Rainbows was released only with high compression 
low quality MP3s. While some conspiracy theorists say this is a sign 

that Radiohead is planning on releasing a high quality version later 
on, that you will HAVE to pay for, I personally think that might just be 

a misguided artistic choice. !e other major problem is that the album 
blends together to make one amorphous blob, a pretty sounding amor-
phous blob, but a blob nonetheless. Everything from “Nude” to “House 

of Cards” sounds like an epic solo of sleepy music. Its good sleepy music, 
but it lacks variation, it lacks punch.

One thing it doesn’t lack is invention. Like Kid A and Amnesiac, In Rain-
bows feels like a Radiohead album while at the same time having very little 

tying it to past albums. Every time you think you have a song pegged as the 
next "Creep," or "Optimistic," it changes up and becomes thing incomparable 
to other Radiohead.

Sonically, the album features an array of traditional instruments and elec-
tronic samples, o"en blended in a manner more de" than most DJs can dream 

of. Songs twist from being driven by drum machine, to being driven by vocals, 
to being driven by piano. It’s a little hard to take in at once, but that’s what makes 

Radiohead so enjoyable. Like a good play, each indivual instrument shines, without 
stealing the scene. Yorke’s somber, sexy vocals feel like just another instrument at the 
band’s disposal, $awlessly interweaving between singing solo, melody or rhythm.

While I couldn’t say this is the best thing Radiohead has done, it's “a strong e%ort.”

-By Sean Boulger -By Sean Bernhoft -By Dylan Little

-By Dylan Little

-By Allan Steiner



Dan in Real Life
Buena Vista Pictures

PG-13

This flick is about a single dad (as 
played by Steve Carrell) who writes 
an advice column (but can’t get his 
own life together!) and then falls for 
his brother’s girlfriend. And so long 
as they can dial down the douchebag 
factor by way of brutally killing Dane 
Cook within the first ten minutes of 
the movie, it should be a lark.

Saw IV
Lions Gate Films

R

I’m not even going to watch the trail-
er, because I can probably guess what 
it’s about. And so can you. It’s just 
another braindead splatterfest where 
people get raped and brutalized to 
edgy camera work for a ninety min-
utes. For some reason these movies 
keep on selling. So I don’t blame the 
money-grubbing studios, I blame 
you, the public, that insists on fund-
ing these cinematic attrocites.  Damn 
your eyes. 

Rails & Ties
Warner Independent Pictures

PG-13

I’m only going to bring this movie up 
because it’s directed by one of Clint 
Eastwood’s (legitimate) daughters. I 
don’t know. It’s about suicide or a train 
or something. I really wasn’t paying 
attention to the trailer. It’s got Kevin 
Bacon in it, though. And that guy is al-
ways a barrel of laughs.  !is is a pretty 
bleak week. Isn’t !e Darjeeling Limited 
or Jesse James out in more than three 
fucking theaters worldwide yet?

Reel News

The Assassination of Jesse James by the Coward Robert 
Ford is a mesmerizing "lm. A beautiful, haunting, 
and ultimately bizarre tale of the restless souls of sul-

lied men and the "ght to achieve worth, the human plight; 
all of that. Also, it is long, really, really, long. And also bor-
ing. Ridiculously boring. Additionally, I would be remiss if I 
didn’t acknowledge its curious degree of self indulgence, as if 
no audience ever would have to actually watch it. Well, actu-
ally, very few people will ultimately end up watching it, but 
the idea that a "lmmaker would submit this "lm as a "nished 
project is unthinkable. 

Scenes linger on indiscriminately for no apparent rea-
son. Cut to time-lapse clouds on the open plain. It’s just 
such a lumbering beast of a thing. But also possibly bril-
liant, and also probably terrible. It’s really kind of hard to 
tell. Because it could be good, but the pacing is like hacking 
through your own leg with a rusty saw you found in the 
garage, biting on a stick to ease the pain. Time passes, or 

does it? And then there 
is more. Much more. 

The film intends to 
be about the extremes a 
man will pursue in order 
to be important. How a 
man needs to be known, 
to be significant, known, 
and as its character 
study it offers Casey Af-
fleck (who apparently 
sucked all the acting tal-
ent out of the gene pool) 
as a squirrelly and sensi-
tive, Robert Ford. Often 
just the facial ticks of 
the pale and fidgety outlaw are all that fill the screen, and 
then there’s Brad Pitt (who also Executive Produced this 

mess of a film, which is probably the reason for 
its artistic opulence), never quite hitting the mark 
in settling into his task of being more than just a 
striking pair of eyes peering out of his beautiful 
man-face. He plays an interesting character, and 
he plays that character well, but the problem here 
is that character doesn’t fit with who Jesse James 
needs to be for this film to function. And like the 
entire film, it feels oh so close to being right, but 
not quite. 

If the picture were to be re-edited by Terrence 
Malick, who the film wants desperately to be like, 
it might be great. Might. But as it stands, it only 
has moments of excellence, grand flourishes of 
truly transfixing cinema, and there are many, but 

then it plods along, ballooning into a two-and-a-half hour 
masterpiece that’s lacking the masterpiece. And freeze the 
frame here for no reason besides misguided pretension, 
and… great. 

Bottom line: if you love Malick, and love Brad Pitt, and 
you don’t fall asleep easily, and you have plenty of time to 
kill, and you have no quarrels with snorting lines of cocaine 
off the theater arm rest just to stay focused, and you like 
name dropping movies that no one else has seen because 
you think it is cool (it’s not), then, maybe, you just might 
like this movie. It is possibly a great movie, it just spends so 
long obscuring its own greatness with bullshit, that there’s a 
good chance you will walk out like many of the folks at my 
screening. So, for everyone else out there, which is pretty 
much everyone in general, I’d suggest just letting this one 
pass you by. It’s mostly just kind of frustrating.            

    -By Jason Oppliger

This is Why Movies Get Shelved
A Review of The Assassination of Jesse 
James by the Coward Robert Ford 

Photos Courtesy of Warner Bros.

!ough I didn’t necessarily realize it at "rst, We Own the Night 
might very well owe its existence to !e Departed. I wouldn’t go so 
far as to call it an outright knocko#…but Scorsese’s latest crowd-
pleaser was undeniably an in$uence in one way or another. !at 
being said, however, We Own the Night is de"nitely a "lm that can 
stand on its own, with or without its Bostonian counterpart.

Telling the story of two brothers that start out on opposite ends 
of the law, We Own the Night stars Joaquin Phoenix and Mark Wahl-
berg as Bobby Green and Joseph Grusinsky, respectively. Bobby is 
the manager of a Russian-owned nightclub where “Heart of Glass” 
plays on repeat. He’s got a smoking hot, Puerto Rican girlfriend (Eva 
Mendes, who manages not to be completely shitty), a bunch of cool 
buddies, and he loves him some cocaine. Joseph, on the other hand, is 
an up-and-coming New York policeman. He’s got a family that loves 
him, and his dad is Burt Grusinsky, the living legend chief of police, 
played by Robert Duvall, in full tough/old fashioned, but at the same 
time loving father mode. What more needs to be said? You’ve got 
your movie right there, and I think that might actually be where this 
"lm’s $aws lie. !e con$ict here is far too obvious. Two brothers with 
con$icting priorities: jobs, personal lives, and allegiances to opposing 
sides in the con$ict of the streets? !e movie practically writes itself! 
Of course, that doesn’t make We Own the Night a complete failure…in 
fact, I wouldn’t call it a failure at all. Director James Gray de"nitely 
isn’t setting any new industry standards here, but what he’s created is 
a fun, e#ective, and very entertaining "lm.

Sure, We Own the Night isn’t going to make you think about it 
a%er you’ve le% the theatre, but for two hours, Phoenix lights up the 
screen with his usual electricity, and Mark Wahlberg gets in people’s 
faces. Good times, as far as I’m concerned, though it’s worth noth-
ing that Wahlberg might very well be the John Heder of tough-guy 
typecasting. He seems to have acted himself into a little bit of a cor-
ner, but interestingly enough, he’s doing it by earning himself Oscar 
nominations. We know Wahlberg can be a super tough guy who 
doesn’t take no bullshit from nobody. We’ve seen that a few times 
now, and for any other actor, enough would be enough. But he pulls 
it o# so e#ectively, and in such an endearing way that you just can’t 
help but love the guy. He’s not quite as ridiculously badass as he is in 
!e Departed, but his tough-as-nails New York cop persona is con-
vincing as anything else he’s done, and his sibling rivalry is alive and 
real with Phoenix, who—as usual—seamlessly slips into his role. His 
swagger and bravado are beautifully executed, and his inner con$ict 
as he thumbs his nose at the legacy his family has built is important 
to the e#ectiveness of the "lm as a whole.

Gray handles onscreen tension like a pro, skillfully creating 
scenes where the suspense is positively crackling; !e climactic car 
chase sequence—done this time around with nothing but a heart-
beat-like pulsing on the soundtrack, as opposed to the usual Trans-
formers-esque hard rock—will leave "ngernail marks on the arm 
rest next to you (or on the forearm of your signi"cant other).

    -By Sean Boulger

We Loan the Night (From The Departed) 
A Review of We Own the Night

Photos Courtesy of Warner Bros.


